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M E M O R A N D U M___________________________________________________ 
 
TO: The Commission 
 
FROM: Katina Haloulos Baker, Administrative Law Judge 
 
DATE: March 15, 2012 
 
SUBJECT: Illinois Commerce Commission  
 On Its Own Motion 
  -vs- 
 Commonwealth Edison Company 
 
 Investigation of Rate GAP pursuant to Section 9-250 of the 

Public Utilities Act. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Enter the attached Order. 
 
 

On March 3, 2011, and to enable pending municipal aggregation activity as 
authorized in Section 1-92 of the Illinois Power Agency Act ("IPA Act"), Commonwealth 
Edison Company ("ComEd") filed a tariff, i.e., Rate GAP - Government Aggregation 
Protocols ("Rate GAP"). This tariff became effective April 17, 2011. Thereafter, on May 
18, 2011, the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission") entered an Order 
Initiating Investigation that began the instant proceeding ("Initiating Order"). A Staff 
report, which was the basis for the Commission's action and made a part of record, 
outlined several issues for consideration with respect to Rate GAP. These issues 
included the construction to be given to the term "small commercial retail customer;" the 
appropriate universe of customers whose information will be provided to the GA; and 
questions regarding the sufficiency of protections and safeguards in terms of persons 
who may gain access to customer information during the course of the aggregation 
process. Staff Report dated May, 2011, filed May 20, 2011. 
 

Though a series of workshops the parties were able to resolve most issues.  The 
issues which remain outstanding are as follows: 
 

1. The meaning of the term small commercial retail customer. 
 

2. Whether the term “retail customer found in Section 1-92 of the IPA Act 
should be interpreted to mean only ComEd bundled service customers. 
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Section 1-92 of the IPAAct provides that the aggregation program is available for 
"residential and small commercial retail customers." 220 ILCS 3855/1-92(a). The 
statute, however, does not define the term "small commercial retail customers. 
 

Both of the issues involved the same presumed problem.  The IPA fails to clearly 
define the term small commercial retail customer and more specifically what defines a 
retail customer. 
 

These issues were decided by looking to the Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) for 
clarity.  The PUA does define small commercial retail customer as a non-residential 
customers who consume 15,000 kilowatt-hours (“kWh”) or less annually.  The PUA also 
defines the term “retail” customer as a single entity using electric power or energy at a 
single premises and that (a) either is receiving or is eligible to receive tariffed services 
from an electric utility.   
 

The IPA has remained silent as to the above definitions however the PUA has 
not.  The IPA was created and instituted in 2010 and the PUA in 2006.  In the spirit of 
statutory construction there is a presumption that the general assembly had knowledge 
of the preexisting definitions for these terms, which they created.  The logical 
conclusion is that one would defer to the preexisting law.   
 

Additionally, Staff agreed that turning to the PUA for clarity was the logical 
conclusion and noted that Commission must not ignore the “plain language” of the 
PUA.   
 

Ironically, the very parties that are objecting to the use of the definition found in 
the PUA would do so on one of the definitions while fully supporting the use of the PUA 
as to the definition of the other.  The parties, in the position statements, would attempt 
to explain this as policy issue and the intent of the General Assembly.  However, the 
fact remains that the General Assemble had previously defined these terms in the PUA  
and case law as well as logic concludes that the General Assembly was aware of the 
fact that it had done so.   The opposing parties try to convolute the issue in terms of 
policy making and interpretation of the law.  These arguments however, fall flat as the 
plain language of the PUA had defined these terms already for the Commission.  The 
parties failed to provide a valid legal or policy reason to deviate from the plain language 
of the PUA that the General Assembly provided.   
 

3. Rate Gap should be revised to protect the confidentiality of the customer 
data of retail electric supplier’s customers 

 
The Initiating Order for this proceeding recognized that there were questions 

regarding the sufficiency of protections and safeguards in terms of persons who may 
gain access to customer information during the course of the aggregation process.  
ComEd as well as various parties made language suggestions that were adopted in the 
Order with the Company and Staff having no objection.   
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4. Rule Making Procedure.   
 

ComEd as well as other parties encouraged the Commission to initiate a rule 
making proceeding.  Although all of the parties involved agreed that this would be 
helpful, Staff requested additional time to research and prepare its legal position as to 
whether the Commission has the authority to do so and advise the Commission as 
such.  The Order finds this to be appropriate.   
 

5. Proposed Tariff Modifications Requiring Specific PLCs in Lieu of Generic 
Profiles.  

 
The ICEA advanced this argument proposing  that ComEd be required to provide 

customer specific Peak Load Contribution/Network Service Peak Load (PLC/NSPL) 
information in lieu of Generic Load Profiles. In ICEA's view, the provision of such 
customer-specific information will better allow suppliers to prepare bids for the 
governmental authorities for the ultimate benefit of the aggregated customers of the 
Municipal Authorities. 
 

In response, ComEd believes that it cannot release the customer-specific PLCs, as 
recommended by ICEA, as that would provide customer specific data related to billing, 
usage or load shape. Subsection 16-122(c) of the PUA (220 ILCS 5/16-112 (c)) 
prohibits the release of this customer-specific data unless authorization is provided by 
the customer.   The aforementioned sections are clear.  The IPA states that certain 
information can be released as long as it does not violate the PUA.  The PUA is crystal 
clear regarding this issue that only “generic” information is to be provided and 
specifically includes customer usage and load shape in the text.  Ironically, the ICEA 
cites this very statute as its argument which clearly fails.    
 
 Excluding the above other “issues” contained within the order were agreed to by 
the parties, specifically Staff.   
 

Therefore, I recommend that the Commission enter the attached order. 
 
 
KHB:fs 


